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Preface

T

his booklet encompasses details of all initiatives taken during March

2015 till July, 2016 under the scheme of “Restoration and

Transparency in the Parliament” and “Taking Parliament to the People”.
Since March, 2015, progressive reforms have been witnessed in
the governance and performance of the Senate of Pakistan which has
undergone huge transformation through many initiatives since 12th
March, 2015 under the leadership of Chairman Senate, Mian Raza
Rabbani who has conceived and initiated project “Restoration of the
Majesty and Transparency in the Parliament” (RMTP) after assumption
of ofﬁce. The initiatives launched covered a wide range of areas including
the House, Committees and Parliamentary Outreach. Most importantly,
the centralized role of Chairman Senate, in the decision making, was
devolved to the House Business Advisory Committee (HBAC)
comprising

the Chairman, Deputy Chairman, Leader of the House,

Leader of the Opposition, Chief Whips and Parliamentary Party Leaders
of all the Political Parties and Independent Groups by giving it power and
mandate to decide on issues pertaining to not only the Business to be
transacted during a Session but all the major initiatives, plans and
strategies related to the overall working and functioning of the Senate.
Transparency and openness has remained a hallmark; public
has been given access to the decisions of the HBAC by providing the
minutes at the Senate Website; access has been given to the Chairman,
Deputy Chairman, Leader of the House, Leader of the Opposition and
Member's salaries, allowances and privileges under the concept of 'self
accountability'; Members' attendance is provided on the Website;
establishment of Public Petition Table has given the public direct access
to the House, Committees and Chairman. Most importantly, the House
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has approved the Code of Conduct for Members and constitution of
Committee on Ethics hence providing a transparent mechanism for self
accountability.
Under the umbrella of “Parliamentary Outreach”, initiatives have
been taken for developing an interface with the public at large, civil
society, youth, journalists and international parliamentary institutions.
Senate Rules have been amended to provide for conversion of
the House into Committee of Whole on issues of national importance;
Special Committee on the Devolution process has been made a
Functional Committee of Senate in order to regularly oversee and ensure
implementation of devolution scheme as stipulated in the Constitution of
Pakistan, 1973, vide 18th Constitutional Amendment; a Committee on
Delegated Legislation has been provided to scrutinize and report to the
Senate of Pakistan that whether or not

powers to make rules,

regulations, by-laws, schemes or other statutory instruments conferred
by the Constitution or delegated by the Parliament have been timely and
properly exercised within such conferment or delegation. Senate
committees continue to play a crucial role in ensuring quality legislation
addressing the issues of the public at large and effective oversight of the
executive.
While this increase in quantum of work gives a sense of
accomplishment the need for much more hard work and efforts to
translate and transfer the beneﬁts to the people of Pakistan facing
numerous challenges and difﬁculties cannot be undermined.

Amjad Pervez Malik
Secretary Senate
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Initiatives Pertaining to the 'Chamber'
1.

More Vibrant and Effective Business Advisory Committee

(HBAC): The Business Advisory Committee has been made more
effective; meetings are being held on frequent basis during sessions as
opposed to the previous practice wherein the Committee used to meet
only at the beginning of the Session that too for half an hour or so only.
The sitting timing of the Committee have extended tremendously; on
average the Committee sits for two hours. The Committee has remained
instrumental in ensuring that the House of the Federation shall affectively
play its role of protecting the rights of provinces as well as shall live up to
the expectations of the common people.
2.

House of the Federation: The Senate of Pakistan gives equal

representation to all federating units and promotes a feeling of equality,
peace and harmony. A tagline namely,- “House of the Federation” has
been added in the Senate emblem, in order to reﬂect the constitutional
scheme of creation of Senate of Pakistan in the emblem.
3.

Presence of Senior Ofﬁcials During the Senate Sitting: An

Attendance Register has been placed outside the Ofﬁcial Gallery for the
purpose of marking of attendance by the ofﬁcials/ ofﬁcers of the
Ministries/ Divisions business of which will be on the Orders of the Day.
4.

Mechanism for Implementation of Directions/

Recommendations Given by the House and Committees: Senate
Rules have been amended to ensure that Ministers concerned shall,
after every three months, appear before the House and report on all
matters referred by the House and recommendations made by
Committees.
5.

Senate's Role in the Public Accounts Committee (PAC): In a

landmark development in the parliamentary history of country, Senate,
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on 28th July, 2016, adopted a motion, approving amendments for giving
representation to members of Upper House of Parliament in the Public
Accounts Committee (PAC) which was previously comprised of
Members of National Assembly only. Six members of Senate one from
each province, one from FATA and one from Islamabad Capital Territory,
out of which three shall be from treasure and three from opposition
benches will represent the House of Federation in the PAC.
6.

Discussion on the Reports laid in the House: The Senate has

taken an initiative of discussing all such reports in the House, which are
being laid in the House in pursuance of Constitutional requirements.
Discussions on following reports followed by Resolutions wherein the
House expressed its opinion/observations and made recommendations
on the reports:a. Report of the Council of Common Interests
b. Report on the observance and implementation of Principles
of Policy in relations to the affairs of Federation
7.

Issues of national and public importance:
a.

Speciﬁc time has been allocated by the Chairman Senate for
raising matters of urgent public importance by the Members.

b.

The House is taking up matters suo moto in the larger public
interest. Some of such examples are:i.

Denial of Birth Certiﬁcates to orphan children of SOS
village; pursuant to intervention by the House, the
Ministry of Interior resolved the matter on war footing
and a compliance report was presented, by the Minister
of State for Interior, before the House.

ii.

Senate Chairman took suo motu action by referring the
matter of the alarming rise in the number of immolation
cases involving girls to the Senate's Functional Human
Rights Committee, asking it to formulate a proper law to
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avoid the future occurrence of such incidents.
iii.

Resolution of issues raised by teachers belonging to
FATA who were protesting in front of the National Press
Club for many months.

iv.

On the directions of the Chair, Mr. Sartaj Aziz, Advisor to
the Prime Minster on Foreign Affairs, briefed the House
about successful test of indigenously developed
supersonic interceptor missile by India.

v.

On the directions of the Chair, Advisor to Prime Minister
on Foreign Affairs briefed the House about Indian Prime
Minister's address to U.S Congress and U.S support to
India's bid for membership in NSG, on 13th June, 2016.

8.

Referral of Matter of National Interest to Joint Committees:

The Senate has initiated a new practice of referring matters of national
interest and public importance to more than one committee for holding
joint meetings. Following matters of National interest were referred to the
Standing Committee on Defence and Foreign Affairs for holding joint
meetings and making report in every session of Senate:i.

Withdrawal of proposed subsidy on sale of F-16 Fighter
Jets to Pakistan by United States Administration;

ii. The Situation arising out of the drone strike on 22nd
May, 2016, in Balochistan, resulting in killing of Mulla
Akhtar Mansoor and its aftermath and impact on
Pakistan's national security, defence & foreign relations;
9.

Public Interest Legislation: The House of the Federation has

assumed its role of legislation by initiating legislative proposals on its own
wherein, public interest is involved. Few such examples are:I.

Legislation for Unattended Orphans

A Private Member Bill titled the Un-attended Orphans (Rehabilitation and
Welfare) Bill, 2013 was introduced by Senator Karim Ahmed Khawaja in
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the year 2013. However, the Bill could not see the light of day due to
many impediments including non-responsiveness from the Executive.
Hence the House assumed its role and the said Bill was referred to the
House Business Advisory Committee. The Committee held extensive
deliberations and while considering the matter regarding parentage of
abandoned children for registration for the purposes of Computerized
National Identity Card (CNIC) and Child Registration Certiﬁcate (CRC),
also considered the judgment of Supreme Court in Human Rights Case
No. 22607-S of 2011 dated 29-05-2014 and a comprehensive Bill was
presented in the House which was passed by the Senate on 20-05-2016.;
ii.

Legislation For Provision of Inexpensive and
Speedy Justice
Following Bills drafted by the Committee on Whole were
passed by the Senate in order to ensure that speedy and
inexpensive justice is provided to the People of
Pakistan:-

1.

Anti-Terrorism Act (Amendment) Bill, 2015.

2.

Arbitration and Conciliation Bill, 2015.

3.

Code of Civil Procedure (Amendment) Bill, 2015.

4.

Criminal Laws (Amendment) Bill, 2015.

5.

Land Acquisition (Amendment) Bill, 2015.

6.

Law Reform (Amendment) Bill, 2015.

7.

Supreme Court (Number of Judges) (Amendment) Bill, 2015.

8.

Witness Protection, Security and Beneﬁt Bill, 2016.

10.

Self Imposed Discipline: The Chairman decided to start the

House proceedings exactly

on scheduled time. In a letter to the

Members he asked them to follow the rules when asking the
supplementary questions and to stop the use/ misuse of Point of Orders
for raising issues of public importance. The response of the Members has
been very good.
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11.

Calling Attention Notice: Calling Attention Notice is an

important tool to draw attention of the Government towards matters of
urgent public importance Senate Rules provided for only one Calling
Attention Notice during a sitting of the Senate. However, keeping in view
the signiﬁcance of this important tool the Senate rule have been
amended to provide for two Calling Attention Notices in one sitting.
12.

Determination of Admissibility of Adjournment Motions and

Privilege Motions in the House: previously notices of Adjournment
Motions and Privilege Motions were examined at the level of Secretariat
and on its recommendations; the Chairman would decide the fate of
such notices. Many notices not fulﬁlling the criteria of admissibility, as
stipulated in the Rules of Procedure and Conduct of Business in the
Senate, 2012, would get 'killed in the Chamber”. This practice has been
discontinued and every such notice is being openly examined in the
House before taking any decision as to its admissibility or otherwise.
13.

E-Parliament:

i.

E-Notices: Senate Rules have been amended to provide for
submission of notices through E-mail in respect of Questions,
Calling Attention Notices and Adjournment Motions. A dedicated
E-Notice ofﬁce has been established which is receiving and
processing said notices on a frequent basis.

ii.

Provision of Questions and Answers through E-Mail: Senate
Rules have been amended to provide a soft copy of the
questions and their answers to the Members through e-mail two
hours before the sitting to enable the Members to go through the
same.

iii.

Provision of Orders of the Day and other Parliamentary
papers through E-mail: Senate Secretariat ensures timely
transmission of Orders of the Day, Papers to be discussed in the
House, Notices and Working Papers of the House Business
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Advisory Committee and Committees of Whole, etc.
iv.

Provision of Wi-Fi Facility: Senate Automation has taken the
initiative of expanding Internet facilities through Wi-Fi to
Members, media personnel and visitors on the Parliament
Building premises. This Wi-Fi functionality in the building would
provide easy access to the Internet on Mobile phones, laptops,
Tablets, etc. enabling rapid access of information regarding
Legislation, Laws, etc.

14.

Linkage Between House and Standing Committee on

Finance in reviewing the Finance Bill: Previously there was no link
between speeches made and views expressed by the Members in the
House on the Finance Bill and deliberations made in the Committee on
the Finance Bill. For the very ﬁrst time the issues raised by the Members
during speeches on Finance Bill 2016-17, were made part of the
Standing Committee on Finance's Report.
Following important issues, emanated from the speeches. Views
expressed by the Members in the House during discussion on the
Finance Bill 2016-17 were made part of the Report:I.

Members are of the view that the process of giving
recommendations to the National Assembly is a futile exercise
due to non-implementation. The House and Committee sit for
extended hours and make valuable contributions to the Finance
Bill to improvise the same and ensure that the spirit of
Federalism is reﬂected in the Federal Budget. However,
recommendations of such seriousness are dependent upon the
vote of the other House. No reasons are assigned for

its

rejection (and even the one's which are agreed are implemented
or otherwise). This undermines the role and contributions of the
House of Federation.
ii.

Budget proposals regarding items in the Federal Legislative List
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Part-II shall be approved by the Council of Common Interests
and not by the Cabinet.
iii.

The PSDP should be brought to the Senate, this House should
be given full authority to determine whether allocations have
been made in the spirit of the Federation or otherwise. This
syncs with the spirit of Federalism as the Provinces, who have
elected the Senators, expect their grievances to be raised and
addressed by the House of Federation.

iv.

Article 50 of the Constitution of the Islamic Republic of Pakistan
states that “There shall be a Majlis-e-Shoora (Parliament) of
Pakistan consisting of the President and two Houses to be
known respectively as the National Assembly and the Senate of
Pakistan”. When it is said that the budget has been passed by
Parliament, it is a misnomer, because it is not being passed by
Parliament. In fact it is half the Parliament or one third of the
Parliament that passes this budget. Therefore, it is a clear
violation of Article 50.

v.

The constitutional structure in Pakistan is of a Federal character.
If Pakistan is to be a true Federal State then the units of the
Federation which are represented in the House of the Federation
should be protected by the House in all ﬁnancial and ﬁscal
matters, which are most important rights of the Federating units.
The Senate of Pakistan should have ﬁscal and ﬁnancial authority
in order to enable the House to protect the interests of the
provinces that elect its members.

vi.

For reasons to be recorded, the claim 'that Senate is an indirectly
elected House, therefore, it cannot have role in the ﬁnancial
maters' is rejected. This argument is self-contradictory as there
are many international examples wherein the indirectly elected
House has role and authority in ﬁnancial matters.
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15.

Rulings of the Chair: The most important parliamentary tool,

which reﬂects the authority, sanctity and wisdom of the custodian of the
House i.e. rulings of the Chair, are being effectively used to interpret the
Constitutional scheme, the Laws, the Rules and to transmit the legal
position to the other organs of the State. Rulings are being given on
Points of Law and fact, primarily focusing upon upholding the
constitutional provisions, the rule of law and safeguarding the majesty of
the parliament. Some of the important Rulings are:·

Rulings Regarding Resignations Tendered by Senators
belonging to MQM
Dated: 5th October, 2015 and 2nd November, 2015

The said rulings addressed the following questions and devised a
Parliamentary practice and procedure regarding the steps involved in the
said situations and withdrawal of resignations by Members:(a)

When a resign or resignations, is or are, tendered under Article
64(1), Constitution, 1973, to the Chairman or Speaker, Senate
or National Assembly respectively, to act as a post ofﬁce or is a
duty cast on him to verify it or them?

(b)

When a or mass/en bloc resignations are tendered by Members
of Parliament, patently triggered politically, the question is
whether it is genuine, voluntary and intended to relinquish,
relieve or quit the seat and vacate it. All of this is needed to be
veriﬁed.

·

Summoning of Joint Sitting of Parliament under Article
70(3) of the Constitution of Pakistan, 1973
Dated: 3rd August, 2015

The ruling arose from the situation wherein, members moved in terms of
Clause (3) of Article 70, Constitution, 1973, read with Rule 126 (7) of the
Rules of Procedure and Conduct of Business in the Senate, 2012, that
certain bill which could not be passed by the National Assembly within the
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constitution period of ninety days shall be referred to the Joint sitting.
Accordingly, the Chairman Senate accent a Message to the President of
Pakistan for summoning of Joint Sitting. However, the Ministry of
Parliamentary Affairs instead of acting in line with the constitutional
dedicates, wrote to other Ministries/Divisions for taking appropriate
action. The operative parts of the ruling are as under:“The common thread running between clause (3) of Article 54 read with
Article 61 and clause (3) of Article 70 of the Constitution, 1973, and rule
127 of the “Rules, 2012”, is that when any request, issue or business is
generated or is pending or is business of the House; its disposal and
control vests with the Chairman or the Speaker of the Senate or the
National Assembly respectively”.
“The procedure to be adopted once a request/ advise under clause (3) of
Article 70 of the Constitution, 1973, read with relevant Rules of
Procedure of either House, has been tendered by the Chairman or the
Speaker of the Senate or the National Assembly, respectively, the
President shall summon a joint sitting with the sole purpose of taking into
consideration the Bill or Bills so referred. While coming to a conclusion on
the date of such summoning, he may or may not, seek the advise of the
Ministry of Parliamentary Affairs, to the extent of the date of such
summoning, only”.
·

Holding of Local Government Elections in Islamabad in
Pursuance of a Draft Bill.
Dated: 6th July, 2015

In the said Ruling, the Chair after extensive examination and
interpretation of Constitutional provisions, ruled as under”“That Parliament, cannot allow any fetters to be placed on the process of
legislation provided under Article 70, Constitution, 1973, read with the
relevant Rules.”
“As a consequence of the above discussion, it is inappropriate for any
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person, body or organization to use the Order dated 10-03-2015, passed
in CMA No. 18/2014., by the Supreme Court, as a ﬁg leaf for its actions or
steps taken which otherwise are without the force of law as the Bill on
which reliance is being placed upon, was at that time and continues till
date to be a proposal for legislation not having the force of law as
contemplated under Article 75, Constitution, 1973.”
·

Adjournment Motion -- Referral of Subject Matter of an
Adjournment Motion to the Committee
Dated: 11th February, 2016

The Ruling addressed following two questions:i)

Whether a question on which the House has been adjourned can
be referred to a Committee of the House by the Chairman
Senate?

ii)

Whether it is just or proper or within the scope of parliamentary
functions, for Parliament or one of its Committees, to act as an
arbitrator between any private business and the Government?”

·

Situation Arising out of Non-convening of the Meeting of the
Council as Required Under Clause (3) of Article 154 of the
Constitution of Islamic Republic of Pakistan
Dated: 12th February, 2016

While examining the constitutional provision, the history and rational for
provision of this important forum, the Chairman Senate ruled that “I am
conscious of the constitutional chaos and mayhem that can be created,
therefore, I, reluctantly, restrain to hold all such decisions, actions and
orders to be unconstitutional. However, any action taken in violation of
the constitutional scheme from ﬁfteen days after the date of
announcement of this Ruling will be in violation of the Constitution.”
Pursuant to this Ruling, the Prime Minister of Pakistan has summoned
meeting of Council of Common Interest.
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·

Protection of Constitutional Rights of Minorities.
Dated: 14th December, 2015

The operative para is as under:“Article 36, Constitution, 1973, which is part of the Principle of Policy
provides that “The State shall safeguard the legitimate rights and
interests of minorities, including their due representation in Federal and
Provincial services”. Article 33, Constitution. 1973, provides that. “The
State shall discourage parochial, racial, tribal, sectarian and provincial
prejudices among the citizens”. CDA is turning into a hate machine, this is
deplorable. I refer this matter to the Standing Committee with the
instructions that by Monday next, they have one week, I want a full and
comprehensive report in the House and then the House will decide what
further action is to be taken against the CDA and the persons who are
responsible for making these observations.”
16.

Numbering of Senate Sessions: On 21-04-2016, Senators

Raja Muhammad Zafar-ul-Haq, Aitzaz Ahsan, Saeed Ghani, Nauman
Wazir Khattak, Mushahid Hussain Syed, Siraj-ul-Haq, Dr. Jehanzeb
Jamaldini, Muhammad Usman Khan Kakar, Syed Muzafar Hussain
Shah, Hasil Khan Bizenjo, Muhammad Talha Mehmood And Ilyas Ahmad
Bilour moved the following resolution in order to correct the historical
record of the House of the Federation:
"Whereas the Senate of Pakistan came into existence in 1973, with the
promulgation of the Constitution of the Islamic Republic of Pakistan; And
whereas since its ﬁrst oath-taking session that commenced on 6th August,
1973, the Senate has convened as many as 247 Sessions to date; And
whereas unconstitutional suspensions of its functioning through illegal
constitutional deviations imposed prolonged periods during which it was
denied existence; And wherefore the serial numbering of the Senate
Sessions was reinitiated after each revival so that the current session is
numbered the 127th Session of the Senate of Pakistan; as whereas in
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actual fact it is the 247th Session of the Senate of Pakistan as the House of
the Federation; and Now therefore the Senate of Pakistan resolves to
designate the current Session as the 247th Session and all preceding and
succeeding Sessions will be designated numbers accordingly."
The Ministry of Parliamentary Affairs has issued directions in this regard.
17.

Documentation Policy: The Orders of the Day, Bills and

Reports of the Committees on Bills are being printed on coloured papers
designated respectively for the said parliamentary documents in order to
signify and provide user friendly access to the parliamentary documents.
18.

Ceremonial Mace: In the international parliamentary parlance,

the mace is one of the most important symbols that is part of the
parliamentary traditions. The earliest ceremonial maces were practical
weapons intended to protect the Authority of sovereign. By the 14th
century, these sergeants' maces had started to become increasingly
decorative, encased in precious metals. As a weapon, the mace fell out of
use with the disappearance of heavy armor. In the present days, Mace is
a massive sceptre, heavy and ornate, which is kept in the custody of the
Sergeant-at-Arms. It symbolizes the authority of the House which is to be
used through the Chairman/Speaker. In case of the Senate, it not only
reﬂects the authority of the House but also reﬂects the constitutional
scheme that the Upper House i.e. House of the Federation, represents all
the federating units.
Almost every parliament of the world places the ceremonial mace in front
of the Chairman/Speaker to symbolize the fact that he is protector and
custodian and authority of the House. Since the Senate of Pakistan came
into being in 1973, where after, many constitutional aberrations took
place therefore, this Parliamentary tradition could not be adopted. During
the dictatorial regimes there was a thoughtful effort to distort history of the
Parliament; the supreme legislator. This can be substantiated with the
fact that emblems (logos) of the Senate and National Assembly were
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converted into Government logos in order to make Parliament
subservient to the executive and to diminish its identity. In another move,
a deliberate attempt was made to discontinue the Senate; the symbol of
continuity by renumbering Sessions from one in the year 1985 i.e. during
the period of dictator. This was undone by a resolution passed by the
Senate of Pakistan on 21-04-2016, wherein, the distortion in the facts
was done away with by continuing the numbering of Sessions.
Similarly, another move to restore the identity of the upper House as a
protector of the Federating Units, in view of a relatively much stable
democratic system in the Country and as a consequence of devolution of
powers to provinces through 18th Constitutional Amendment, was
placement of ceremonial mace in the Senate, having all elements of the
Senate emblem i.e. the symbols of Federating units. This mace is a
symbol of independence and authority of the House. It is carried by the
Sergeant-at-Arms, an ofﬁcer of the House who is responsible for
ensuring order is maintained in the lobbies and galleries. It is placed on
the Table when the Chairman enters the Chamber and the crown of the
Mace always points to the government side of the chamber.
19.

Standing Orders: In the International parliamentary context

Standing Orders are the instructions given by the Chairman/Custodian of
the House regarding proceedings of the House, Committees and other
administrative matters. In order to give permanency and stability to the
initiatives being taken, the Senate Rules have been amended to provide
a provision regarding Standing Orders said provision also provides that
said standing Orders shall be read in extenso with the Senate Rules. The
Standing Orders have been notiﬁed by the Senate Secretariat.
20.

Electronic Voting: The facility of electronic voting was provided

in the House, however, the same was dysfunctional since long. The said
facility has been made functional and gradually members are being
sensitized to undertake electronic voting.
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21.

Placement of Interns/ Clerks of Parliament in the House:

Interns/ clerks of Parliament have been deputed in the House to provide
technical assistance, as well as, other administrative support, as and
when required. Technical support includes preparation of daily Journals
and systematic follow up of directions given by the House and the Chair.
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Initiatives Pertaining to 'Transparency
and Openness'
1.

Committee on Ethics: The Senate, for the very ﬁrst time in the

Parliamentary History, has taken a lead in acknowledging the need for a
self accountability mechanism. A special Committee on Ethics was
constituted by the House to draft a Code of Conduct for the Members and
Rules of Procedure for the working of Committee on Ethics. The
Committee has drafted the Code, which has been adopted by the House.
A Committee on Ethics will oversee the effective implementation of the
said Code and will also deal with cases of its violation.
2.

Placement of Statement of Assets and Liabilities by the

Chairman before the House: The Chairman Senate took Oath of ofﬁce
on 12th March, 2015, after the oath session, the ﬁrst formal session was
held on 6th April, 2015, wherein, the Chairman Senate placed on record
the statement of Assets and Liabilities as a tradition of accountability and
transparency; a small drop in the vast ocean.
3.

Laying of Senate Budget and Expenditures in the House:

The Senate of Pakistan, setting example of self-accountability, laid the
Budget of the Senate for the FY 2016-17 and the expenditures for the last
four ﬁnancial years before the House on 13th June, 2016. In the
Parliamentary practice and history, at least in Pakistan, the budget of a
legislature was never placed before the House for consideration. It has
been done in the case of Senate, ﬁrst of a kind, for the sake of
transparency. Besides the budget for the next Financial Year, the Senate
secretariat placed before the House detailed expenditures for the last
four years. The detailed expenditures of the Senate and its Secretariat for
the Fiscal Year 2016-2017 sanctioned grant and revised estimates for the
year 2015-2016 and the actual expenditure for the year 2012-2013,
2013-2014 and 2014-2015 were laid in the House.
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4.

Publication of House Business Advisory Committees'

Minutes on Senate's Website: Previously decisions of the House
Business Advisory Committee meeting were not made available properly
even for Members. However, initiatives have been taken to provide
minutes of each and every meeting of the Committee on the Senate's
website.
5.

Access to Information Regarding Salaries, Allowance and

Privileges: For the very ﬁrst time, details of salaries and other
allowances/ privileges of Chairman, Deputy Chairman, Chairpersons
Committees and Members are available on the Senate website.
6.

Mandatory Publication of Journals and Annual Report:

Senate Rules have been amended to obligate the Secretariat to make
public a detailed report of the Business transacted by the Senate during
every Session. Synopsis/ Journals of every Session and sitting,
respectively, are being placed on the Senate Website. The amended
Rules further provide that a detailed report of the Business transacted by
the Senate during a parliamentary year shall also be made public at the
end of each parliamentary year. Accordingly, the ﬁrst Report to the
People of Pakistan for the year 2015-16 was launched on 12th March,
2016.
7.

Access to Attendance of Members: Public has been given

access to the attendance of Members during the sittings of the House
and Committee meetings by making this record public on the Senate
Website.
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Initiatives Pertaining to The 'Committees'
1.

Committee of the Whole: Committee of the Whole is the entire

membership of the House sitting as a committee. Senate Rules have
been amended to provide for conversion of the House into Committee
(Committee of the Whole), on issues of national importance, with the
power to require the attendance of any person or summon production of
papers, record from any division, department, autonomous body, semiautonomous body or organization, or examine such persons on oath or
solemn afﬁrmation, or invite or summon any person to give evidence in
relation to any matter under its consideration. Till date following
Committees of Whole have been constituted:I.

Speedy and Inexpensive Justice in the Country.
The Committee invited relevant stake holders of justice sector
and petitions were invited from the public at large. In response,
the Committee received more than 100 petitions and proposals
from the justice sector and public. Bench, the most important
stakeholder was represented by the sitting Chief Justice of the
Supreme Court of Pakistan. In an historical move, the
Honourable Chief Justice of Pakistan (HCJ), Mr. Justice Anwar
Zaheer Jamali addressed the Senate Committee of Whole on 3rd
November, 2015.
The proposals received, and discussions during the hearings led
to the conclusion that the system is confronted with serious crisis
of abnormal delay in adjudication. The delay in settlement of civil
disputes, beside causing frustration to the litigant public also
hamper the socio-economic development of society, whereas
delay in criminal justice negates several fundamental rights
including the right to freedom of movement and dignity of man.
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The Committee presented its Report in the House on 31st
December, 2015. The Report includes recommendations to the
Executive, Judiciary and Provinces. Most importantly, the
Committee also presented following eight Bills for the effective
implementation of recommendations regarding speedy and
inexpensive justice in the Country:1.

Anti-Terrorism Act (Amendment) Bill, 2015.

2.

Arbitration and Conciliation Bill, 2015.

3.

Code of Civil Procedure (Amendment) Bill, 2015.

4.

Criminal Laws (Amendment) Bill, 2015.

5.

Land Acquisition (Amendment) Bill, 2015.

6.

Law Reform (Amendment) Bill, 2015.

7.

Supreme Court (Number of Judges) (Amendment) Bill,
2015.

8.
ii.

“Witness Protection, Security and Beneﬁt Bill, 2016”.

To consider mode of elections of Members of Senate, Pros
and Cons of Single Transferable Voting System, Alternates,
Poll Reforms etc.
The Senate of Pakistan discussed the mode of Senate Election,
as a Senate Business, in its sitting dated 7th August, 2015. After
an extensive debate the House felt the need to hold in-depth
discussions and explore international practices in this regard,
accordingly, on a Motion moved by Senator Raja Muhammad
Zafar-ul-Haq, Leader of the House, the Senate constituted a
Committee of Whole to deliberate upon the issue.
The Committee presented its Report in the House on 20th May,2016, wherein, the committee recommended as under:1.

The existing mode of Senate Elections i.e. indirect
elections adheres to the intention of legislature to create
the second chamber for providing adequate
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representations to the federating units, therefore, any
amendment to convert indirect elections into direct
elections will be against the basic structure of the
Constitution.
2.

The existing system needs reformation in order to make it
transparent.

3.

Name of a MNA/MPA, voting in the Senate elections, shall
be printed on the ballot paper;

4.

Elections will be held through secret ballot, however, a
proviso may be added to Article 226, Constitution, 1973, to
provide that in case of Senate elections, the Parliamentary
Party Leader in the respective legislature may, after
declaration of results, may request the competent
authority to show him the ballot paper, bearing the name of
his party member, in order to ensure that the Member has
voted in accordance with the party lines. This will largely
curb the tendency of ﬂoor crossing/voting in favour of a
candidate against the party lines by taking ﬁnancial
beneﬁts.

5.

Article 63A, Constitution, 1973, may be amended to
provide that voting or abstaining from voting in the House
contrary to any direction issue by the Parliamentary Party
to which he belongs, in relations to Senate elections, shall
be a ground of defection.

6.

Article 62 shall be amended to provide that a person shall
not be qualiﬁed to be Member Senate of Pakistan unless
he is a resident, for ﬁve years, of the Province, or as the
case may be, the Federal Capital or the Federally
Administered Tribal Area, from where he seeks
membership.
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7.

The Resolution passed by the Senate (annexed as “C”)
regarding election of Members Senate of Pakistan from
Federal Capital by the Local government representatives
may be implemented.

8.

The existing Presidential Order regarding election of
Members belonging FATA may be reviewed in order to
provide a permanent mechanism for said elections in line
with the constitutional scheme of Federalism and to make
it transparent.

9.

Issue regarding powers of Senate is a separate issue
which cannot be extensively dealt within this report,
therefore, a distinct strategy will be adopted to take up the
said issue.

iii.

Legislative, Administrative and other Measures Required
for Mainstreaming and Ensuring Constitutional Rights to
the people of Federally Administered Tribal Areas (FATA).
Meetings were held on 12th November, 2015, 29th December,
2015 and 12th January, 2015.
The Senate of Pakistan, being cognizant of the issues faced by
the common people of FATA and their aspirations, has taken
initiative of deliberating upon the legislative, administrative and
other measures required for mainstreaming and ensuring
constitutional rights to the people of FATA. The House discussed
the instant issue on 14th September, 2015, wherein the Members
desired that this issue requires thorough and deep deliberations
and consultations and decided to refer the matter to Committee
of Whole. Accordingly, on a Motion moved by the Leader of the
Opposition, the Senate Constituted a Committee of Whole on
15th September, 2015, to consider and make recommendations
regarding “Legislative, Administrative and other measures
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required for mainstreaming and ensuring constitutional rights to
the people of Federally Administered Tribal Areas (FATA)”.
Till date the Committee has invited various stakeholders/ experts
having in depth knowledge of the issue in hand to seek their
valuable input, which includes; Mr. Justice (R) Mian Muhammad
Ajmal, Mr. Habibullah Khan, Former Federal Secretary, Former
Senator Afrasiab Khattak, President, FATA Lawyers Forum and
President, FATA Journalists Union.
iv.

The Need for Revival of Student Unions in the Educational
Institutions in the Country Particularly in Colleges and
Universities.
Meeting was held on 20th January, 2016
The Senate of Pakistan, on a motion moved by Senator Raja
Muhammad Zafar-ul-Haq, Leader of the House in the Senate, on
12th January, 2016, constituted itself into a Committee of Whole
to consider and report on “the need for revival of student unions
in educational institutions of the country particularly in colleges
and universities”. The matter was generated after discussion on
a motion under rule 218 moved by Senator Rubina Khalid in this
regard.
Till date the Committee has invited various stakeholders/ experts
having in-depth knowledge of the issue in hand to seek their
valuable input, which includes: Minister of State for Federal
Education and Professional Training, Secretary, Ministry of
Interior and Chief Secretary, Province of Sindh.

v.

To Prepare Policy Guidelines in the Light of Emerging
Regional Realities and the Role of the United States’
The Senate of Pakistan, on a motion moved by Senator Raja
Muhammad Zafar-ul-Haq, Leader of the House in the Senate, on
17th June, 2016, constituted itself into a Committee of Whole to
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consider and report on “to prepare policy guidelines in the light of
emerging regional realities and the role of the United States”.
2.

Parliamentary Committees:
a.

Standing Committees and Functional Committees
including Finance Committee of the Senate and House
Committee have been constituted well before the
stipulated time.

b.

Special Committee on Devolution process has been
made a Functional Committee of Senate in order to
regularly oversee and ensure implementation of
devolution scheme as stipulated in the Constitution of
Pakistan, 1973, vide 18th Constitutional Amendment.

c.

Conﬁrmation of nominations for Parliamentary
Committee on Judges Appointment in the Superior
Courts and parliamentary Committee on Electoral
Reforms.

d.

Constitution of the Special Committee to monitor the
Gas Infrastructure Development Cess Bill, 2015.

e.

Constitution of the Special Committee on the project of
Pak-China Economic Corridor.

f.

Nomination for the Joint Parliamentary Committee for
adoption of Urdu as the ofﬁcial language.

g.

Standardization of Committee meetings minutes and
Committees' reports.

h.

Reporters have been tasked to prepare verbatim of
each committee meeting.

3.

Provision of Subject and Legislative Experts for the
Committees:

In the light of “Concept Paper on Expert Assistance to Senate
Committees”, the Chairman Senate emphasized upon the need for
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putting in place a mechanism for expert support for Senate Committees
on an urgent basis. The Institute of Business Administration (IBA) team
was invited to the 4th meeting of Council of Chairmen, to analyse the
speciﬁc requirements for expert support for each Committee.

The

identiﬁed ﬁelds/areas in which the IBA will endeavour to provide
assistance include Public Policy, Finance & Economy, Commerce &
Trade, Foreign Relations, Defence & Defence Production, Information
Technology, and Legislative Drafting.
4.

Functional Committee on Devolution:

The Special Committee on Devolution process has been made a
Functional Committee of Senate in order to regularly oversee and ensure
implementation of the devolution scheme as stipulated in the
Constitution of Pakistan, 1973, through the 18th Constitutional
Amendment. The Functional Committee on Devolution is mandated to
identify and make remedial recommendations where the Constitution
(Eighteenth Amendment)) Act, 2010 has deviated from, circumvented or
has not been implemented. The Committee will also seek the views of the
Federal Government, Provincial Governments and or any division,
department, autonomous or semi-autonomous body / bodies related with
or pertaining to the process of implementation of the Constitution
(Eighteenth Amendment) Act, 2010.
5.

Committee on Delegated Legislation:

Senate Rules have been amended to provide that there shall be a
Committee on Delegated legislation to scrutinize and report to the
Senate of Pakistan that whether the powers to make rules, regulations,
by-laws, schemes or other statutory instruments conferred by the
Constitution or delegated by the Parliament have been timely and
properly exercised within such conferment or delegation, as the case
may be.
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6.

Bipartisan Special Oversight Committee:

The House in its sitting held on 18th May, 2015, referred a matter
regarding “steps/reforms for providing inexpensive and speedy justice in
the country” to the Committee of the whole House. Accordingly, in the
Senate sitting held on 19th May, 2015, on a motion moved by Senator
Raja Muhammad Zafar ul Haq, Leader of the House, the House was
converted into a Committee to consider the matter referred by the House.
The report of the Committee of the Whole on “steps to provide speedy
and inexpensive Justice in the country” was unanimously adopted by the
House on 31st December, 2015. In pursuance of the report adopted by the
House, a Bipartisan Special Oversight Committee was constituted to
oversee the implementation of the recommendations of the Committee of
the Whole.
7.

Meetings of Council of Chairmen:

Though it was provided in the Rules but for the ﬁrst time after conclusion
of the elections of the Chairpersons of various Standing and Functional
Committees on 26th May, 2015, the Chairman Senate convened the ﬁrst
meeting of the Council of Chairmen on 10th June, 2015, in which matters
pertaining to Committee meetings and proposed rules amendments
pertaining to Committee's function were discussed and accordingly
directions were issued to convene at least one meeting of the Council
every two months. Four meetings of the Council of Chairmen have been
convened to-date.
8.

Amendments in the Rules:
i.

Amendment in Rule 166(4): Previously, the Committees
could examine suo moto the expenditures of a Ministry to
which they are concerned. However, the word expenditures
has been replaced with budgetary allocation and its
utilization thorough amendment in the Rules and now the
Committees are empowered to keep an oversight on the
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budgetary allocation of a Ministry bi-annually and a report in
this regard is to be presented in the House within 45 days.
ii.

Inclusion of Rule 166 (6): Under this Rule, all the
nominations of members to various Policy and
Administrative Board, Councils etc. made by the Chairman
are to be ratiﬁed by the concerned Committees within a
period of thirty days of reference of nomination to the
Committee, failing which the nomination shall be deemed to
have been ratiﬁed.

iii.

Induction of Rule 212-A: On 28th December, 2015, a new
provision relating to pending business has also been
inserted in the Rules of Procedure and Conduct of Business
in the Senate, 2012.

iv.

Mechanism for Timely reports by the Committees:
Senate Rules have been amended to provide that a
Committee failing to report back to the House within the
given time shall seek extension of time from the House
through a motion. The said motion shall:

v.

a.

Give reasons for delay/extension of time; and

b.

Give a speciﬁc time of extension

Committees' to examine budgetary allocation and its
Utilization: previously the Standing Committees were
empowered to suo moto examine the expenditures of the
concerned ministry. Senate Rules have been amended to
explicitly empower the Committees to bi-annually
examine/review the budgetary allocation and it utilization
and make report to the House in this regard.

vi.

Ratiﬁcation of Nominations made by the Chairman
Senate to various policy and Advisory
Boards/Councils: The Chairman Senate has devolved his
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discretion/powers to the Standing Committees concerned
regarding nomination of Senators to various Boards and
Councils, etc., as such nominations have been made
subject to ratiﬁcation by the Standing Committees'
concerned. Senate Rules have also been amended in this
regard.
vii. Inclusion of Rule 265-A: Previously, there was no effective
mechanism to ensure the compliance / proper follow up of
Committee's recommendations. After inclusion of Rule
265-A, it has become mandatory for the Minister concerned
to appear before the House after every three months and
make reports on all matters referred by the House and
recommendations made by Committees.
viii. Making effective the provisions of Rule 166(5) regarding
Public petitions: The provisions for public petitions to be
entertained by the Committees existed in the Rules. But
since mid-July, 2015 these provisions have been made
operational. The Committees now have an effective
oversight on any matter of general public interest through
Public Petitions submitted to the Hon'ble Chairman Senate
and referred to the Committees.
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Initiatives Pertaining to the 'Parliamentary Outreach'
1.

Public Petitions: a drop box on the Senate website has been
created where the public has been given access to ﬁle petitions
on the matters of national and urgent public importance. The
public petition process allows ordinary citizens to have direct
access to the Senate and participate in the political process. It
will raise awareness and put issues on the agenda, which might
not otherwise be considered by Parliament. It is also facilitating
Senate's intervention in addressing issues and problems of
public importance.
a.

Public Petition Table: A Public Petition Table has been
established within the Senate Secretariat. The Table is
tasked to process all petitions on daily basis and after
putting initial ﬁlters as to the admissibility of petitions, put
up the same before the Chairman Senate for directions
that whether the Petition be placed before the House or
referred to the Committee concerned. Senate Rules have
been amended for the sake of sustainability of this
initiative.

b.

Debate on Public Petitions: Following Petitions of urgent
public importance were admitted for thirty minutes
discussion each, in the House,·

Enhancement of Upper Age Limit for CSS
Examination
The House recommended that upper age limited may
be extended for two years; said recommendation has
been endorsed by the Government and a summary in
this regard is pending with the Prime Minister of
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Pakistan.
·

Provision of Speedy Justice in the Country;
The matter was referred to the already constituted
Committee of the Whole, which presented a detailed
report on the instant issue before the House.

·

Issue of National Technology Council;
After the cognizance of the House, the matter has
been resolve and the National Technology Council
has been made operational by the Government.

·

Oversight or review by the Senate of various Policy
and Administrative Boards/Councils envisaged under
various Acts of Parliament especially the one
established under paragraph (j) of sub-section 1 of
section 9 of the Drug Regulatory Authority of Pakistan
Act, 2012.
The issue of non representation of provinces in the
various advisory and policy boards were referred to
the Committee on Devolution, which presented a
comprehensive report before the hose suggesting a
way forward. Said report has been adopted by the
House.

·

Issue of Privatization of Electricity Distribution
Companies;
The instant issue was discussed at length, which
helped in streamlining the matter and put a check on
the executive to ensure transparency and
accountability.

·

Non-provision of Machine Readable Passports
facility in the Pakistan Embassy, Manila;
The House discussed the matter and made
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recommendations to the Government, accordingly,
the matter has been resolved.
2.

Senate Emergency Relief Fund: The Senate in its sitting held
on 11th February, 2005 passed a unanimous Resolution to start
an Emergency Relief Fund to help the affectees of ﬂood in
Balochistan and Khyber Pakhtoon Khawa, however no formal
By-Laws were framed till 2015. On the direction of Chairman, the
new By-Laws for Senate Emergency Relief Fund have been
framed and approved by the House Business Advisory
Committee in July, 2015. Letters have been forwarded to each
Senator with the request to enhance their contribution. The
response of the Senators has been quite positive and
contribution towards the Fund has substantially been increased.

3.

Know your Parliament -- Parliamentary Outreach Initiative:
Foreign Ambassadors, students from various schools/colleges,
electronic and print media, Bar Councils/Associations, Labour
Unions and other segments of society are being invited to visit
the Parliament House and witness the proceedings of the
Senate along with detailed brieﬁngs on the role, functions and
working of the Senate.

4.

Live webcasting of Senate Proceedings: Senate proceedings
are being webcasted live and also FM Broadcasting is being
done, moreover, modalities for live telecasting are also being
worked out.

5.

Senate's New Website: Senate's Website has been revamped
to adhere to the principle of transparency, openness and
accessibility. Work on the new website roughly started in May
2015 but after getting through some unsuccessful attempts, the
work was rescheduled in June 2015. The IT department was
directed to manage the website developing functions and a
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contents committee was set-up comprising four ofﬁcers of
Senate Secretariat to work on developing unique and
informative content for the website. After working on the content
and design for more than a month, the website was given a ﬁnal
look in beginning of August 2015. Making changes till the last
day, the new website of Senate was launched on 27th August,
2015. The website underwent signiﬁcant improvement in the
following aspects:
·

All information about the salaries, allowances and privileges
of the members of Senate are now available on the website.

·

The guided tour of the Parliament House Building was again
recorded and placed on the website. This short video is also
an in-house production of the Upper House.

·

Attendance record of the members is also now available on
the website.

·

The website's tabs and sub-tabs have been designed in a
format that users get an instant overview of where the
required information lies.

·

Senate's activities are updated on the website on daily basis
in form of House Business, reports and press releases.

·

The website has a separate corner for people interested in
reaching out to the Senate and visiting the Upper House.

6.

Commemorating Constitution Day: Senate of Pakistan, for
the ﬁrst time in the Parliamentary history of Pakistan, took an
initiative of celebrating the constitution of Pakistan. The
constitution of Islamic Republic of Pakistan was approved by the
National Assembly in 1973 and hence 2nd week of April 2015 was
selected for commemorating the Constitution Week. Later, all
events were planned to be executed on one single day.
Therefore, on 13th April, 2015, constitution day was marked in the
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Parliament house. The theme of this commemoration was
'Celebrating Unity in Diversity'. This day's celebrations included
a number of different activities which marked history in each of
their individual position.
After the ﬁrst year, this tradition continued and the Constitution
Day was commemorated this year as well. The Senate of
Pakistan, celebrated constitution day on 10th April, 2016, by
paying glowing tribute to the founders of the Constitution and all
those unsung heroes who offered sacriﬁces for strengthening
the foundation of a democratic culture in the country and uphold
the dignity of Parliament and constitution. The programme
included:o

Illumination of Parliament House and Provincial
Assemblies from 10th to 12th April.

o

Resolution in the House.

o

Special TV and Radio programs.

o

Messages from different political leadership of the
country.

o

Seminar titled “Concept of Parliamentary Democracy and
Federalism "on 12th April.

o

Publication of special booklet in connection with the
Historic Day.

o

A special supplement, highlighting the salient features of
the day, was published in all leading daily newspapers.

7.

Commemorating Senate Day: Setting the ﬁrst example of
celebration of constitutional history, the Upper House of
Parliament also made history by commemorating Senate
Founding Day on 6th August, 2015 for the ﬁrst time in the
institution's short life. The theme of the commemoration was
'Celebrating 6th August, 1973 on 6th August, 2015'. This tradition
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continuous as the Senate celebrates its Founding Day on 6th
August, 2016.
8.

Intra-institutional Dialogue: House of the Federation
embarked upon another journey of taking the lead and initiating a
mechanism through which different institutions can sit together
and work upon prospects of deﬁning not only the boundaries of
each other's work but also helping each other out for the
common goal of national prosperity. In this regard, the number
and frequency of delegations visiting Senate increased
manifolds as compared to previous years and visits of students
and faculty of different schools, colleges and universities all
across Pakistan, civil society members and people from other
spheres of life have over the year become a daily routine at
Senate. However, the landmark events which actually became
legs of the intra-institutional dialogue include:
·

Arrival of Chief Justice of Pakistan in the Parliament House
for the ﬁrst time in Pakistan's history and his address to the
Senate's Committee of the Whole on provision of Speedy
and inexpensive justice in the country.

·

Visit of Naval Academy tarining course participants

·

Visit of Foreign Service Attaches working in Pakistan

·

Visit of Pakistan Administrative Services training course
participants

·

MoU signing with eight universities of Islamabad for
internships at Senate

9.

Parliamentary Education Program (PEP): The Parliamentary
Education Program (PEP) is a major initiative by the Senate of
Pakistan under the patronage and leadership of the Chairman
Senate and the Secretary Senate. The Program aims to
enhance the linkages between the public and the Parliament
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under a deﬁned strategy and set objectives. Through this
program, efforts will be made to bridge the gaps and repose the
trust of the public in the Parliament and Parliamentarians
through continuous information, engagement, and
empowerment of all stakeholders. The broad contours of the
program include;
·

Syllabus Modiﬁcation

·

Guests of Parliament

·

Sessions / Seminars

·

Internships

·

Competitions

·

Parliamentary Simulation

PEP has matured into a program with great potential. The
Implementation Committee is currently preparing for its formal
launch, and all related tasks are being completed with step-wise
approval of the Chairman Senate. The Senate aims to bring a
great change in public perception of the Parliament of Pakistan
with PEP.
10.

Senate Internship Programme & Clerks of Parliament:
Senate Internship Program is an essential part of the
Parliamentary Education Program. Unlike the past practice of
involving third parties or development agencies in various
initiatives, Senate of Pakistan Internship Program is fully
conceived, owned, resourced, and administered by the Senate.
The Senate Internship Program has been envisaged with a view
to broadening of access to parliament, introducing university
students/graduates to key aspects of parliamentary working,
building public knowledge of parliament by conducting and
disseminating research, and acquiring new ideas and skills that
the interns bring with them. At the same time, interns will also
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improve HR proﬁle of the Senate Secretariat.
The Program has two components.
a.

Long term component titled “Clerks of the Parliament
Program”, under which individuals from across the country
with 16 years or higher education are being taken for 18
months internships through a competitive process.
i.

Each batch of “Clerks” will comprise of 20 interns,
taken from a variety of academic disciplines with
representation from all provinces/regions.

ii.

Clerks will be paid Rs.60,000 monthly stipend.

iii.

Clerks will work in various branches/sections of the
Secretariat based on their qualiﬁcation and aptitude.

iv.

On successful completion of 18-month internship
period, interested Clerks may be appointed against
permanent jobs in the Senate Secretariat subject to
availability of posts, through another exam &
interview.

v.

Institute of Business Administration (IBA) Karachi has
been engaged for formulating and conducting all
tests/exams for Clerks. IBA will also develop Training
Modules for Clerks. Training will be held at Pakistan
Institute for Parliamentary Services (PIPS),
Islamabad.

vi.

Advertisement for ﬁrst batch of Clerks went to the
press on 31st January 2016. About 2000 applications
were received from all across the country. Clerks are
expected to join the Senate Secretariat by the end of
April or early May, 2016.

b.

Short term component comprises of the internships being
offered, through universities, to current students or students
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that have just graduated. These internships are for 2 to 6
months.
i.

First batch of short term interns joined the Senate on
1st February, 2016.

ii.

Two batches of short term interns are being taken
each year and each batch comprises of around 40
interns.

iii.

Rs.12,000 per month stipend is being paid to each
intern.

iv.

Interns primarily work in Senate Committees.

v.

To give them even deeper understanding of Senate,
interns have also been tasked to work as Ushers in the
House on rotation basis, some are working for
indexation/development of database of House
Business under guidance of JS(L) and DS(L), IT
based initiatives in proceedings telecast, verbatim
record / Hansard and record keeping and reports
generation including daily and session journal / report.

vi.

On 23rd December 2015, MOUs were signed with the
following eight universities of Islamabad for the short
term internships.
1.

Air University, Islamabad.

2.

International Islamic University, Islamabad.

3.

National Defence University, Islamabad.

4.

NUML, Islamabad.

5.

NUST, Islamabad.

6.

Pakistan Institute of Development Economics,
Islamabad.

7.

Quaid-i-Azam University, Islamabad.

8.

Riphah International University, Islamabad.
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vii.

In the second batch, SZABIST, Bahria University and
FUUAST Islamabad are also expected to become part
of the short term internships program.

viii.

The First Batch of Senate Interns has been recruited
comprising of 46 students (including 26 female and 20
male students). Recruitments for Senate Clerkship
Programme are in process.

11.

Guests of Parliament: Groups from different social segments
including students, Bar Councils, NGOs, Multi-national
Organizations, business community etc., would visit the Senate
on rare occasions. On directions of the Chairman Senate,
invitation letters had been sent to various
organizations/institutions including PMA, NDU etc. to visit the
Senate as Guests of Parliament. Moreover, children from
Orphanages and jails living with their under trial mothers have
also been invited to visit Parliament House to meet with Senate
leadership in order to provide them with a deep understanding as
to the difﬁculties being faced by them.
In addition a mechanism has been devised through which the
organizations/institutions that intend witnessing the Senate
proceedings may directly approach the Secretariat through the
Senate website. In view of the recent initiative, the number of
visits from various organizations/institutions have been
increased manifold. Detailed SOPs have been evolved for
smooth conduct of visiting groups.
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Initiatives Pertaining to Providing
'Support to the Members'
1.

Research Support to the House, its Members and
Committees:
a.

Legislative Briefs: The Research Directorate has started
preparing and disseminating Legislative Briefs on Bills that
are transmitted from the National Assembly to the Senate or
are introduced in the Senate Directly.

b.

Summary of Reports: Research Directorate prepares and
distributes to members Summaries of Reports that are to be
laid in the House.

c.

Committee Research Briefs: The Research Directorate
also prepares and disseminates Committee Research
Briefs to all Senate Standing Committees, on speciﬁc
agenda items, that require/ demand research input.

d.

Attachment of interns with the Committee Chairpersons:
for providing research assistance.

e.

Library of Senate:
Senate Library has implemented initiatives taken by the
Honourable Chairman Senate in the following manner:
i.

Liaison has been developed with the libraries of
Congress, USA and the House of Commons, UK. The
web links of the libraries are shared on the library
page. If users cannot ﬁnd some information on these
web links, Senate library can contact them through
email.

ii.

Liaison has also been developed with National
Assembly library, National library and HEC Digital
library to utilize the maximum resources of
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information.
iii.

Developed connections with the databases of IPU
called PARLINE and UNDP called AGORA.
The PARLINE database contains information on the
structure and working methods of 267 parliamentary
chambers in all of the 191 countries where a national
legislature exists.
The AGORA provides information about
parliamentary development.

The Portal offers a

virtual library with more than 1300 resources, 75
knowledge modules on the key aspects of
parliamentary development work, and a news section
reporting on latest updates and developments.
iv.

Subscribed following research journals of JStor
database:

v.

·

American Journal of International Law

·

Asian Survey

·

International Legal Materials

·

The Journal of Law and Economics

·

Journal of Political Economy

·

Policy Perspectives

Brochure for Senate library was designed and
approved copies were placed in the House by the
Chairperson Library Committee for members'
information.

vi.

Library took an initiative to scan all the Annexures
(additional material to answer of the questions) since
February 2015 from 112th session of the Senate.
Scanned annexures are also being sent via email to
the journalists in a group mail as well as to the Media
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Cell of the Senate from 121st session of the Senate.
vii.

Debates of the Senate are available on the Senate's
website from 2009 onward. It was felt that the past
record which is only available with the library should
be scanned and be placed on the web consequently. It
is a huge project to ﬁnd out old debates in the
basement, to arrange un-bound volumes according to
session and then digitization. Task is being done with
a great professional care and accuracy in the library.

f.

Orientation of new Senators (13-14 April, 2015): Senate of
Pakistan steered an interactive programme in collaboration with
PIPS training wing to hold a two-day orientation session with the
newly elected Senators, which included key topical deliberations
on Constitution and Parliament, Rules of Procedures, Working
of Committees, Non legislative and legislative business, role of
Parliamentarians, etc.

g.

Post-Election Seminar (11-13 May, 2015): The three days
Seminar was organized by Senate in collaboration with
Commonwealth Parliamentary Association (CPA).

h.

Post Budget Seminar for Honorable Senators (09 June, 2015):
On the directions of the Honorable Chairman Senate/President
BoG PIPS, the Pakistan Institute for Parliamentary Services
organized a day long Post Budget Seminar for Honorable
Senators. The Seminar aimed at providing baseline support to
the Members for reviewing the Finance Bill, 2015, and
continuous oversight of budgetary allocations and utilization.

2.

Block ‘C’ of the Senate Secretariat (Old USAID) Building:
Senate & National Assembly Secretariats were shifted in the
Parliament Building in June 1986. Due to increase in strength of
the Parliamentarians and staff of both Secretariats over the
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period of time, it was not possible to accommodate the staff as
well as Chairmen Standing Committees in the Parliament
Building. Resultantly some Chairmen Standing Committees
were provided ofﬁces in the other buildings whereas staff of the
Senate Secretariat was adjusted in basement in an extremely
unhygienic environment. The leadership of Senate took serious
notice of the matter and decided to shift the staff from the
basement in phases and accordingly a summary was moved to
the Prime Minister Ofﬁce for allotment of 24 rooms at 3rd Floor of
“C” Block vacated by M/o Human Rights. The Prime Minister
was pleased to approve the request /proposal of Senate
Secretariat. The progress of renovation of work, achievements
and shifting plan is tabulated below;
a.

Former (USAID) Building has been renamed as “C” Block of
the Senate Secretariat and a proper notiﬁcation has also
been issued accordingly.

b.

Renovation of newly allotted 24 Rooms has been completed
by the CDA for which the Senate Secretariat provided
Rs.6.00 Million out of its own budget while the provision /
transfer of more Rs.2.5 Million is under process and will be
transferred to the CDA very shortly to meet renovation
expenses.

c.

A summary for allotment of complete former (USAID)
building to the Senate Secretariat and allocation of Rs.35.00
Million for maintenance purpose has also been moved to the
PM Ofﬁce. The Senate Secretariat is pursuing the matter at
the highest level.

d.

All renovated ofﬁces would be handed over to the Senate
Secretariat by the 18th January, and the shifting would start
w.e.f. 20 January, 2016 as per approved plan.
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3.

Parliament Cafeteria: After continuous and hectic efforts under
the guidance of Chairman Senate, Senate Secretariat
established a refurbished cafeteria in 2010 in the Parliament
Building to provide quality service and food to the
Parliamentarians, visitors, journalists and employees etc. of
both the Secretariats and other allied agencies housed in the
building.

During the period, various renowned caterers

rendered their services. Parliamentary and Administrative
Committees comprising of Members of Parliament and senior
ofﬁcers from both Secretariats have been constituted to monitor
the various matters of cafeteria.
4.

Policy for Allotment of Family Suites in Parliament Lodges
and Government Hostel 2015: The initial policy for allotment of
family suites in Parliament Lodges was approved by the then
President of Pakistan on a summary moved by the National
Assembly Secretariat in October 2002 under which the then
available suites were distributed among the Senate and National
Assembly on pro-rata (proportional), however, after elections in
2003, no formal policy was adopted /approved under which the
allotment of suites in Parliament Lodges and Government
Hostel could be made. As there was no formal policy of
allotment, there were instances in the past wherein, one
Secretariat allotted the family suites to its Member falling in the
quota/domain of other Secretariat resultantly without any
consultation leading to unnecessary correspondence/rift
between both the Secretariats.
In order to address such concerns, a draft policy, had been
prepared through which the possibility of any further confusion
and misunderstanding between both the Secretariats on the
issue of allotment of Parliament Lodges has been minimized.
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The same is evident from the fact that unlike the record past, the
process of allotment of suites to the newly elected Senators at
the beginning of the tenure remained smooth and amicable. The
adoption of allotment policy by both the Parliamentary
Secretariats has gone a long way in sorting out all the issues
related to allotment of family suites to Senators and MNAs.
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Initiatives Pertaining to the 'Senate Secretariat'
1.

Appointment of Children of Senate Employees: Policy order
of the Chairman regarding appointment of children of Senate
employees (BS-1-16) in the Senate Secretariat subject to the
following criteria:a.

That on the date of retirement or in case of death while in
the service of the Senate, there is no other male member of
the immediate family who is employed or is carrying on
business of any sort or;

b.

That there are six dependents or more in the family
including parents and, there is only one member of the
immediate family who is gainfully employed, or;

c.

That one of the children of the retiring employee is a special
child, or;

d.

That a dependent limited to the spouse, child or children
is/are having a disease diagnosed to be terminal and is
under treatment for the same.

2.

Reduction in Fare Charged on Account of Pick and Drop
Facility to the Senate Employees: Transport Cell had been
charging half (50%) of the conveyance allowance admissible to
employees of the Senate Secretariat on pick and drop as per
following rates:Ofﬁcials BPS 01-04

Rs.850/- per month

Ofﬁcials BPS 05-10

Rs.950/- per month

Ofﬁcials BPS 11-15

Rs.1360/- per month

Officers BPS 16 and above

Rs.2500/- per month

Lower staff had, on numerous occasions approached the
Chairman to reduce the existing rates in view of the ﬁnancial
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crunch and on the analogy of rates approved by the National
Assembly Secretariat. Chairman Senate while acceding to the
genuine demands of the staff referred the matter to the Finance
Committee wherein the proposal to reduce the rates was
unanimously approved as per the following details:

3.

Ofﬁcials BPS 01-10

Rs.50/- per month

Ofﬁcials BPS 11-15

Rs.500/- per month

Ofﬁcers BPS 16-19

Rs.1000/- per month

Senate Secretariat Employees Welfare Fund: The by-laws of
Senate Secretariat Employees Welfare Fund were approved in
a meeting of the Senate Finance Committee held on 17th May,
1990 and were subsequently amended from time to time. On the
direction of Chairman, comprehensive revised by-laws of the
Fund were prepared / drafted covering in details all the
requirements that had emerged from time to time. The ceiling of
various grants had been revised / enhanced in the light of
demand of the Staff. The composition of the Executive
Committee of the Fund has also been reviewed and a revised
broad based Executive Committee has been constituted. The
regular meetings of the Committee are being held to meet the
genuine needs of the Secretariat Staff. In addition a SubCommittee has also been constituted to explore options for
enhancement of the assets of the Fund. The Sub-Committee
has submitted its ﬁndings.

4.

Promotional Quota for the Superintendents: The allocation of
1/3 promotional quota for the Superintendents against the post
of Section Ofﬁcers (BS-17), who are at least Graduate, on
seniority cum-ﬁtness basis in the Senate Secretariat,
Islamabad.

5.

Technical Allowance for Bilingual Reporters and SIS Staff:
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The increase in the technical allowance for the SIS staff of the Senate
Secretariat from 20% to 40% on the analogy of Bi-lingual Allowance of
the Reporters.
6.

Parliament House Allowance: Increase in the rate of existing
Parliament House Allowance from 20%, 30% and 40% to 40%,
50% and 60% of the pay of the Senate Secretariat employees of
BS-17-22, BS-10-16 and BS-01-09 respectively and
enhancement in the Special Parliament House Allowance from
the existing rate 20% of the pay to 40% of the pay Senate
Secretariat employees BS-1-22 w.e.f. 01-07-2015.

7.

Promotions: Following number of ofﬁcers / ofﬁcials have been
promoted / upgraded / placed in higher grades:-

8.

BS-1 to BS- 16

-

162

BS-17 & above

-

31

Beneﬁt of Accumulative Service: Beneﬁt of accumulative
service i.e. previous department plus Senate service, for grant of
higher grades (Gunman).

9.

Ramadan Package: for low paid employees (400 employees).

10.

Access to Chairman Ofﬁce: Chairman has given access to all
Senate employees to meet him in his ofﬁce on every Monday.

11.

Farewell to Retiring Employees: A new tradition has been set
wherein the Chairman Senate meets with the retiring employee
on last day of his/ her service and present the retiring employee a
souvenir.

12.

Senate Service Act and Rules: Exercise is underway regarding
preparation of Senate Service Act and Rules.

13.

Preparation of Job Description: Another exercise is underway
regarding preparation of job description of each and every post
of the Senate Secretariat.

14.

Medical Facility: A comprehensive package/programme for
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providing medical facility to the staff of Senate Secretariat is
being prepared. The purpose of this programme is to facilitate
the employees in getting convenient and accessible medical
treatment which includes placing renowned hospitals on penal,
creating exclusive OPD for catering the basic health facilities
and health insurance.
15.

Relocation of Branches to C-Block: In order to address the
issue of paucity of space and to provide enabling environment,
certain branches situated in the basement and parking lot have
been relocated to the C-Block.
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